**Mae Nam Viewpoint Trek**

Take a journey from sea level up to a terrific viewpoint with ranging views over the island, via a waterfall deep in the jungle.

**Start** Mae Nam  
**Distance** 5.5km  
**Duration** 30 minutes riding or two hours walking

1. Ride your scooter south along Soi 4 from the Chinatown archway to quiet **Wat Phukao Thong** **FREE** and enter to explore and climb the green-dragon-lined steps.

2. Back on the road, follow the waterfall signs and in 3km, stop for a coffee and a bite to eat at **Tarzan Restaurant**.

3. Leave your scooter at Tarzan and hike 1km to **Canopy Adventures** (www.canopyadventuresthailand.com; ☎️ 077 300340), where you can either try the zipline (2950B), or walk across (50B) to a wooden platform and viewpoint.

4. Ten minutes from Canopy Adventures, admire gushing **Tan Rua Waterfall** **FREE**.

5. Head back to Tarzan for your scooter, and set out for **View Top** **FREE**, turning left at the fork in the road and left again up the switchbacks. Don’t forget to rest your brakes regularly on the way back down!